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I. Introduction

In contemplating how to approach the topic of enforcement mechanisms, I went to my bookshelf and consulted the indexes of a random selection of major textbooks on public international law and international environmental law. I looked for entries on “enforcement” and “compliance,” respectively. It may not be all that surprising that many international environmental law textbooks listed entries for “compliance,” but not for enforcement. By contrast, it may be more surprising that, with some exceptions, the public international law textbooks not only did not index “compliance,” but also had no entries for “enforcement.”

As I sat back to contemplate why “enforcement” was missing from so many of the textbook indexes, I wondered whether what Prosper Weil once referred to as the couple diabolique obligation-sanction had cast its long shadow yet again. In other words, one of the possible explanations for the lack of focus on enforcement is that there remains a nagging sense that there is little of it in international law, let alone in international environmental law. In turn, the absence of enforcement, might feed a lingering sense that international law lacks effectiveness, something best left unsaid.
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International lawyers may be tired of seeing this old idea dragged to the surface again. But, whatever the reasons for the lack of textbook focus on enforcement, it is striking how common it remains among observers of international law to draw inferences regarding its binding quality or effectiveness from the perceived absence of sanctions. Political scientists often refer to the lack of enforcement of international law to confirm their view that international law is “epiphenomenal,” which, according to David Bederman, “is a nice way of saying it is stupid.” In Canada, we have seen national political leaders make a virtue out of the epiphenomenon, reassuring constituents that seemingly intrusive international norms are not genuinely enforceable. For example, in the context of the debate about Canada’s ratification of the Kyoto Protocol, then Deputy Prime Minister, John Manley, was quoted in the press as saying that although “Canada should take its Kyoto obligations seriously if the pact is ratified…. the accord is not a legally enforceable contract.” But we need not look to political scientists or politicians for doubt. At least in Canada, judges too seem to question international law’s effect. For example, Justice Louis LeBel of the Canadian Supreme Court recently observed that “[a]s international law is generally non-binding or without effective control mechanisms, it does not suffice to simply state that international law requires a certain outcome.”

It may seem as if, in offering these vignettes, I am intent on starting the conference proceedings off on a pessimistic note. Indeed, I do think that the couple diabolique has cast a particularly dark shadow over international environmental law, where norms are often seen to be yet softer and enforcement options yet more elusive. But my goal for this essay is actually the very opposite. I want to launch the proceedings on a high note, and suggest that many common impressions of international law are wrong in general, and particularly wrong in the context of international environmental law. Even more particularly, multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) illustrate the maturation and sophistication of international environmental law. If anything, the diversity and flexibility of compliance approaches under MEAs highlight the limited purchase of simple dichotomies such as “binding vs. non-binding” or “enforcement vs. ineffectiveness.”

I begin by exploring the concept of “enforcement” in international law in general. I suggest that a concept of enforcement as imposition of legal sanctions, or penalties, is unduly narrow. I then canvass some of the main theoretical assumptions about international law and compliance. An exploration of this theoretical context illuminates the reasons underlying common misconceptions about international law and its enforcement, and helps put in perspective the evolution of approaches to compliance in international environmental law. Finally, against the backdrop of these general
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considerations, I examine key features of the approaches to compliance and enforcement in international environmental law and MEAs. My aim in this paper is to provide a ‘bigger picture,’ a context for the detailed discussions of compliance mechanisms that make up the bulk of the conference proceedings.

II. The Concept of Enforcement in International Law

In its most basic sense, enforcement may be defined as “the act of compelling compliance with a law.” Historically, enforcement of international law was bilateral in that only the aggrieved state was entitled to respond to a perceived breach of its rights. Enforcement was state-focused in two important respects. On the one hand, international law was a self-judging system. Each state decided for itself whether its rights had been violated and what response action to take. On the other hand, it was a self-help system without any central authorities or institutions through which rights could be vindicated or enforced. Finally, until the beginning of the 20th century, military force was an acceptable means for states to settle differences, pursue their interests or enforce their rights.

While contemporary international law is still state-centered in fundamental respects, the traditional conception of enforcement has come to be both tempered and widened in important ways. Arguably, states’ self-help options – countermeasures to a violation of their rights - no longer include forcible measures, except in the narrow circumstances of self-defence. But as the range of permissible counter-measures has narrowed, the range of potential enforcers of international law has grown. Self-help is no longer purely bilateral. Today, international law encompasses some obligations that are owed *erga omnes*, which entitle all states to take certain measures in response to a violation. In addition, states are no longer entirely dependent upon self-help. International institutions provide for at least a limited range of collective enforcement mechanisms, the most prominent – and also unusual - among them being the UN Security Council.
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While self-help may have found only tentative complements in collective enforcement mechanisms, self-judgment of violations and assessment of appropriate responses has come to be significantly curtailed by collective processes and by the involvement of a widening range of non-state actors.

To be sure, auto-interpreting processes remain an important feature of the dynamic horizontal structure of contemporary international law. However, states do have access to a growing range of judicial dispute resolution options. The spectrum runs from formal judicial forums, such as the International Court of Justice, the International Criminal Court or the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, to quasi-judicial processes, such as the World Trade Organization’s dispute settlement procedure. The range of options has grown to the point that concerns have been voiced over the proliferation of international tribunals with overlapping spheres of jurisdiction.

Quite apart from judicial assessments, the conformity of state conduct with international norms is also scrutinized through an array of reporting, review and justificatory processes within international organizations or treaty-based institutions. In addition, individuals and non-governmental organizations can trigger a variety of formal and informal assessment processes, both internationally and through resort to domestic institutions, including courts. Finally, it should not be forgotten that the international law’s interpretative community is now truly a global one. Through the media and rapid electronic communication, states’ conduct is exposed to the judgment of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and citizens around the world. As we have seen in the course of public reaction to recent events, such as the military intervention in Iraq or abuse at the Abu Ghraib prison, international law no longer is the exclusive domain of states and their governments.

This brief sketch suggests not only that a system premised upon states’ self-help and self-judgment has been transformed into an increasingly collective system. There has also been a distinct shift in emphasis from efforts to develop enforcement processes, be they self-help or collective enforcement, to efforts to establish processes of deliberation, justification and judgment. Nonetheless, international law is relatively rarely enforced through collective penalties or other coercive measures. Similarly, the growing range of options notwithstanding, binding judicial dispute settlement is most prevalent in certain areas of international law, such as trade law, and otherwise remains relatively rare. However, there is another dimension to the ways in which compliance with law can be “compelled,” one that is not captured by focusing only upon enforcement or formal judgment. This additional dimension is highlighted by the classification of enforcement measures that Paul De Visscher offered in his 1972 *Cours général de droit international public*. Apart from what he referred to as *techniques institutionnelles* (involving international institutions), and *techniques d’autoprotection* (including self-defense, reprisals, retorsion, or embargos), De Visscher drew attention to the significance of *techniques spontanées* (voluntary compliance with international norms).²⁰ Indeed, as De Visscher suggested:

Dans la très large mesure où le droit international reflète fidèlement un état de conscience sociale, à ce point fermement établi que les gouvernements eux-mêmes ne sauraient plus l’ignorer ou le défier, le droit international ne requiert, pour sa réalisation, ni juge ni gendarme.²¹

This passage spotlights a crucial question: if collective enforcement through penalties and binding judicial processes still play only a limited role, what is it that brings about states’ compliance with international law? De Visscher points to “social conscience.” But how is it that international law comes to reflect social conscience? Thomas Franck, in explaining why states obey “powerless rules,” stresses the importance of legal legitimacy.²² Louis Henkin, who famously observed that “almost all states comply with almost all of international law almost all of the time,” finds the explanation in states’ interest in orderly relations.²³

Ultimately, then, solving the puzzle of “voluntary” compliance presupposes a theory of compliance. Similarly, whether one sees the above-noted shift from enforcement to justification and judgment as recognition of the strength of international law or as admission of its weakness, depends in part upon the theoretical vantage point from which one contemplates the question.²⁴ For this reason, I now turn to a brief review of key themes in the theoretical debates on international law and compliance.

### III. Theoretical Frameworks on International Law and Compliance

²¹ Ibid., 139.
In the dominant positivist conception of international law, its binding effect derives from state consent to lawmaking through formal sources of international law, notably treaty or custom.25 Once a norm is formally in existence, it is enforceable and its violation gives rise to consequences under the law of state responsibility. This positivist conception does not inquire into why states comply with international law or not. Indeed, this type of inquiry is seen to be beyond the purview of the lawyer’s expertise.26 However, even strongly positivist international lawyers have suggested that enforcement is not the critical factor and, at any rate, does not account for law’s binding effect. In the words of Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice, “the law is not binding because it is enforced: it is enforced because it is already binding.”27 Sir Ian Brownlie stressed that because of the complex ways in which law is made meaningful in the life of its subjects, “the law is … not external, coercive and alien but internal, logically necessary and familiar.”28

Others have suggested that international lawyers should look beyond criteria such as sources, formal consent, and notional enforceability to understand the binding effect of law.29 To the extent that international lawyers, rather than international relations theorists, inquire into law’s ability to command adherence, the focus is primarily on the legitimacy of rules and law-making processes.30 Thomas Franck, as already noted, argues that international law’s “compliance pull” is generated by legal legitimacy.31 According to Franck, legitimacy is a key factor because “it accommodates a deeply held popular belief that for a system of rules to be fair, it must be firmly rooted in a framework of formal requirements about how rules are made, interpreted and applied.”32 I have argued elsewhere that certain internal characteristics, notably that rules must be compatible one with another, that they must ask reasonable things, that they are transparent and relatively predictable, and that known rules actually guide official discretion, distinguish legal norms from broader social norms. These traits infuse legal norms with a distinctively legal legitimacy and enhance their ability to shape arguments, to persuade and to promote adherence.33 The implications of theories focused on the legitimacy of international law for compliance and enforcement are significant. They suggest that promotion of compliance does not begin with “mechanisms” for the interpretation and application of pre-established rules. It is already in the processes through which norms are created that one must build the foundations for ultimate compliance.
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Over the last fifteen years international lawyers have focused more explicitly on matters of compliance, beginning a lively exchange with international relations (IR) theorists. Rationalist theories, notably institutionalism and political economy, have long dominated compliance debates. They conceive of states as strategic actors that proceed on the basis of rationally assessed and pursued self-interest. Participation in a regime or compliance with a norm occurs if the net benefits outweigh those of unilateral action. Consciously or unconsciously, this basic outlook informs the thinking of many international lawyers about the impact of law on state conduct. The rationalist outlook, then, helps explain the common preoccupation with enforcement, and the emphasis on incentives or disincentives to promote compliance. But it also illuminates Henkin’s assertion that states tend to comply with international law because it tends to be in their interest.

However, it is not the dominant rationalist framework but a more recent, alternative framework that is most helpful in exploring how international law comes to reflect ‘social conscience’ and how it generates voluntary compliance. Constructivist IR theorists have sought to explain how norms, rather than simply mirror underlying power and interest balances, can actually shape state conduct. Thus, constructivist scholars have stressed the role of norms in framing social interaction, fostering “shared understandings,” and influencing actors and their interests. As such, constructivist theories tend to support the claims of legal scholars who posit that international law can exert independent compliance pull when it meets particular legitimacy requirements. In addition, constructivism helps explain the role of deliberation and justification – interaction framed by legal norms - in promoting compliance. In short, constructivist theories highlight avenues for promoting compliance that seem particularly well suited to the horizontal structure of international law.

In the context of MEAs, compliance scholarship has been dominated by a debate between proponents of managerial and sanction-oriented models. To a large degree, these models map onto the broad streams of IR theory sketched out above. The sanction-oriented model is firmly tied to rationalist IR theory. By contrast, the managerial model resonates with many constructivist insights, notwithstanding the fact that it is rooted in an ultimately interest-based explanation of compliance. However, each of the two models also offers additional insights into the compliance puzzle.

The managerial approach, pioneered by Abram Chayes and Antonia Handler Chayes, argues for a "cooperative, problem-solving approach" to promoting compliance with international regulatory agreements such as MEAs. The Chayes assert that non-compliance rarely flows from deliberate disregard. Therefore, apart from the fact that "sanctioning authority is rarely granted by treaty, rarely used when granted," the Chayes assert that sanctions are "likely to be ineffective when used." Compliance strategies should focus instead on the actual causes of non-compliance and "manage" these through positive means, consisting in a blend of transparency (regarding both the regime’s norms and procedures and the parties’ performance), dispute settlement, and capacity-building. Thus, managerialism augments both rationalism and constructivism by offering the pragmatic insight that neither penalties nor normative persuasion alone will be successful when non-compliance results from causes such as norm ambiguity or capacity limitations. The main engines of managerialism, continuous processes of argument and persuasion, and "justificatory discourse," have strongly constructivist traits. The compliance strategy builds upon treaty parties' "general sense of obligation to comply with a legally binding prescription." At the same time, although the Chayes downplay the significance of the costs or benefits in the context of an individual regime, their ultimate explanation for the success of managerialism is rationalist. Due to growing interdependence, they argue, most states can only realize their sovereignty through participation in various international regimes. Therefore, states’ propensity to comply with international law is explained by the need to remain a "member in good standing of the international system."

The most prominent competing theory on treaty compliance is advanced by George Downs and colleagues. While oriented towards sanctions, Downs et al.’s concept of "sanction" encompasses a broad range of measures that create costs or remove benefits. Moreover, Downs et al. do not claim that sanctions are always required to ensure cooperation, but only that they are needed where strong incentives exist for non-compliance. This is the case where treaties require states to depart significantly from what they would have done in the absence of the treaty ("deep cooperation"). For Downs et al., the most significant weakness of the managerial approach is that it offers policy advice without sufficient attention to context, and without sufficient evidence. Downs et al. claim that managerial "policy inferences are dangerously contaminated by selection problems," building upon
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many treaty examples that involve merely “shallow” cooperation. Therefore, the patterns of compliance and absence of sanctions reported by the Chayes' do not justify the conclusion that sanctions are never required or appropriate to ensure cooperation. It is equally possible and, according to Downs et al., even likely that "there is little need for enforcement because there is little deep cooperation." Thus, a key contribution of Downs et al.’s sanction-oriented model is that it focuses our attention on the importance of contextual factors and warns against across-the-board prescriptions for compliance strategies. However, the model fails to address the important question of how one brings a regime to a point at which sanctions, assuming they are indeed needed, will be broadly acceptable as well as effective.

Several conclusions of direct practical relevance can be drawn from this brief survey of theoretical approaches. First, no theory can assert universal explanatory power. For example, there are bound to be circumstances in which the inherent compliance pull of legitimate norms is insufficient to overcome strong countervailing factors, be they interests or capacity limitations. Yet, at the same time, we may need the insights of a legitimacy-centered account of compliance to help establish a setting in which sanction-oriented approaches become possible. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, constructivism, legitimacy-centered accounts and managerialism each suggest concrete options for promoting compliance when, for whatever reason, a sanction-oriented approach is not available.

IV. Enforcement Mechanisms: Mapping International Environmental Law and MEAs

De Visscher’s matrix of enforcement measures provides a helpful starting point for mapping international environmental law onto the backdrop of conceptions of enforcement in international law. A brief sketch of the context in which international environmental law operates helps appreciate which of the types of enforcement techniques distinguished by De Visscher are most likely to be relevant in this setting.

Much of international environmental law today is preoccupied with regional or global concerns of various kinds, rather than with bilateral concerns over transboundary pollution. Solutions to regional and global environmental problems require broad-based cooperation, often in situations of uncertainty as to causes and ultimate effects of a given type of pollution or degradation. Moreover, pollution and environmental decline typically do not result from state conduct per se, but from activities within states. This means that solutions for many environmental problems require fundamental adjustments to social and economic patterns. It also means that, much as the Chayes suggest, the root causes both of environmental problems and of failures to combat them, are often not lack of respect for international standards, but gaps in economic, regulatory and technical capacity.

This sketch suggests that “autoprotection,” or self-help techniques can play only a relatively limited role in addressing regional or global environmental concerns. There are
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a number of reasons for this. First, several of the legal parameters for triggering a state’s right to self-help are problematic in the environmental context. Suffice it here to point to the following dimensions of the law of state responsibility: causation issues complicate the identification of states that could legitimately be the target of counter-measures; difficulties resulting from the due diligence standard for obligations under customary environmental law; and uncertainties regarding states’ ability to take counter-measures against violations of *erga omnes* obligations. A second shortcoming of self-help measures in the present context is that they tend to be reactive and confrontational. Granted, in certain circumstances, unilateral measures may help induce international cooperation. One might think here of the Canadian enforcement action against the Spanish *Estat* in 1995, which helped prompt the negotiation of further Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) standards and new enforcement powers under the UN Straddling Stocks Agreement. However, unilateral measures can typically play only a temporary role as they cannot marshal the necessary longer-term coordination. These concerns apply even more strongly when capacity issues are in play. Finally, whether undertaken unilaterally or through self-selected ‘coalitions of the willing,’ in the context of collective problems, self-help risks being perceived as lacking legitimacy. In the environmental context, this issue was brought to the fore, for example, by the American efforts to protect dolphins and sea turtles through import restrictions on countries that did not meet US protective requirements. Although, arguably, these restrictions were genuinely intended to protect global commons, they were exposed to charges of trade protectionism. In the *Shrimp-Turtle* case, the WTO Appellate Body stressed that measures to address international environmental problems were more appropriately agreed multilaterally than imposed unilaterally.

All these factors, then, highlight the importance of De Visscher’s second category of institutionalized techniques. For present purposes I leave aside international judicial processes. Clearly, international courts and tribunals play an important role in certain circumstances. They can also lend international legitimacy to a particular outcome. However, in the context of regional or global environmental concerns, their potential contribution is encumbered by some of the same factors that I highlighted above. One, admittedly particularly stark, example may suffice to illustrate the point: Even if a state,
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such as a small island nation, suffered specific climate change related damage, it would face an uphill battle in overcoming the hurdles of causation requirements and due diligence standards. A state looking to undertake an actio popularis to protect the global climate would face even greater difficulties. Further, even assuming that the parties concerned could agree to submit the dispute to binding settlement, it is not clear that a judicial decision would contribute to building the complex regime that will be required to tackle the problem.

All these considerations, of course, help explain the emergence and continuing growth of MEAs. The very purpose of MEAs is to recognize and facilitate a response to common concerns, to build mechanisms for norm creation and adaptation, and to promote compliance in the context of polycentric problems where states are likely to be both perpetrator and victim. Indeed, MEAs facilitate a range of the enforcement mechanisms canvassed earlier.

First, MEAs enhance opportunities for voluntary compliance, whatever the underlying dynamics may be. For example, the extensive information gathering and reporting mechanisms established under most MEAs help shape states’ understanding of the environmental problem at hand, and of the need for and feasibility of coordinated action. In other words, in line with rationalist accounts, MEAs can help states discover that coordinated action and (voluntary) compliance with regime demands is actually in their interests. At the same time, MEAs also provide a setting in which the voluntary compliance dynamics highlighted by constructivists can unfold. A characteristic feature of modern MEAs is that they are not merely treaties, but establish treaty bodies that facilitate ongoing lawmaking processes. The regular meetings of plenary bodies such as Conferences of the Parties (COPs), of various subsidiary bodies and of an array of expert groups provide opportunities for interlinking policy, legal and technical discourses. In short, MEAs provide forums for ongoing interactions and thus enhance opportunities for the emergence of shared understandings of the concern at hand, as well as of basic normative parameters. Finally, MEAs also allow participants to pay attention to the demands of legitimate lawmaking. Typically, one of the first steps in the regime-building process is the establishment of institutions, such as COPs, of procedures for regime-development, and rules for decision-making. The point here is not that all MEA-based lawmaking necessarily scores equally high on a legitimacy scale. It is only that the
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modern MEA - an institutional and procedural framework through which substantive requirements are gradually developed and then continuously reassessed for appropriateness - provides an array of opportunities for enhancing the regime’s inherent “compliance pull.” To put it in more pointed terms, fostering the legitimacy of lawmaking processes and outcomes deserves close attention in building the foundations of a “culture of compliance.”

However, second, and contrary to what a casual observer might assume, MEAs have also spawned an array of context-sensitive measures to address non-compliance, reaching far beyond the standard repertory of general international law. The possible responses to non-compliance span the spectrum of managerial and sanction-oriented prescriptions.

In keeping with the insights of the managerial approach, MEA-based responses to non-compliance typically take account of the causes of non-compliance and of the differing circumstances of non-complying states. The NCP under Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer pioneered this approach in making it one of the tasks of the compliance committee to “identify the facts and possible causes relating to individual cases of non-compliance.”

The managerial prescriptions of transparency, justificatory discourse and capacity building also play prominent roles in existing NCPs. The Kyoto Protocol provides a good illustration of the emphasis that MEAs place on transparency of parties’ performance. An important role is assigned to monitoring and emissions inventory reporting requirements, and to expert reviews of parties’ reports. These reports are discussed at the meetings of the COP. Transparency regarding the parties’ performance, notably with respect to their greenhouse gas emissions and reduction efforts, is seen to play an important role in building mutual trust among parties and promoting compliance with commitments. Along with the deliberations of the COP and its subsidiary bodies, all reports are publicly available, including through the internet. The UNFCCC regime also attempts to not
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merely provide information, but to make it more easily accessible to the interested public. The UNFCCC website offers various kinds of basic background information on the issue of climate change, and on the operation of the UNFCCC regime.

MEAs enmesh states in a variety of increasingly dense collective processes of deliberation, justification and judgment. MEAs facilitate the input of a wide range of actors into continuous processes of norm-setting and norm-adaptation. While states remain the primary decision-makers, a number of channels exist for NGOs, business groups and expert networks to feed into these rolling regulatory processes. In this manner, MEAs also facilitate the growth of dynamic interpretative communities. In addition, in promoting continuous information gathering, MEAs facilitate the adaptation of standards and commitments. As noted above, through their reporting and monitoring requirements, they also promote transparency regarding states’ performance and build a foundation for rigorous and legitimate justificatory processes. Finally, through the regime-specific peer review processes or “non-compliance procedures” (NCPs) that have emerged over the last 15 years or so, justification and ‘judgment’ can be contextualized and tied into ongoing regime development or adjustment. All of the NCPs that have been negotiated since 1990 place heavy emphasis on “justificatory discourse.” Once a compliance procedure has been triggered, the party in question must provide information on, and explain, its performance through written and oral exchanges with the compliance body. In some cases, the justificatory dynamic produced by an NCP is further enhanced by calling on
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parties with compliance difficulties to develop compliance action plans and by providing for the review of their implementation.  

Finally, cooperative facilitation of compliance is the primary objective of the majority of existing NCPs. The NCP under the Montreal Protocol neatly encapsulates this approach in stating that it is aimed at “securing an amicable solution … on the basis of respect for the provisions of the Protocol.” Similarly, the NCP under the LRTAP Convention notes that its compliance body is to consider submissions “with a view to securing a constructive solution.” Other NCPs describe their approaches as “facilitative,” or designed to “promote compliance” and “address cases of non-compliance.” To date, the Kyoto Protocol’s NCP is the only one that explicitly declares its goals to be “facilitate, promote and enforce compliance” with the protocol.

Given their focus on facilitation of compliance, it is not surprising that the NCPs adopted under the Montreal Protocol, the LRTAP Convention, the Basel Convention, and the Biosafety Protocol all place strong emphasis on financial and technical assistance and other capacity-building measures. This pragmatic approach to promoting compliance recognizes the fact that non-complying parties are most likely to be states with genuine capacity limitations. Furthermore, it reflects the fact that parties’ collective interest in achieving regime goals tends to be better served by promoting full compliance than by punishing non-compliance.

However, the emphasis on facilitation of compliance does not mean that even those compliance regimes that are cast as primarily cooperative are devoid of sanction-oriented features, at least in the wider sense of creation of costs or removal of benefits. NCPs usually allow for the publication of parties’ compliance records, or the issuance of “cautions” to non-complying parties. Some NCPs also envisage the suspension of certain
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privileges" under the MEA when a party fails to meet its commitments. In providing for the suspension of privileges, these MEAs come close to deploying what has remained rare in general international law – actual penalties for non-compliance. That said, the punitive character of such measures defused when they are built into the prerequisites for access to the privilege. For example, under the Kyoto Protocol rules on international emissions trading, eligibility for participation depends on a party’s compliance with its reporting commitments. This approach has two important effects. First, the conditionality of participation in emissions trading serves to create an incentive for compliance with key commitments. Second, since the compliance body merely determines whether or not a party has met the eligibility requirements, its task is likely to be far less sensitive than it would be if it actually decided upon a penalty.

As already hinted, the Kyoto Protocol NCP does have an explicitly sanction-oriented dimension, taking it considerably beyond the range of approaches of other non-compliance regimes. Indeed, in addition to suspending a party’s eligibility for participation in the protocol’s trading mechanisms, the compliance body is charged with applying a specific consequence to a party’s non-compliance with its emission reduction commitment. If a party fails to meet its emissions target, its excess emissions will be deducted (at a penalty rate of 1.3) from future emission allowances. The Kyoto compliance regime also sets itself apart through institutional and procedural arrangements that reflect the broader range of its goals. Its compliance body will have a “facilitative branch” and an “enforcement branch.” The enforcement branch is tasked with the resolution of all compliance questions relating to parties’ emission target related commitments: the actual emission reduction commitment, relevant inventory and reporting commitments under Arts. 5 and 7, and the above-mentioned eligibility requirements for the Kyoto mechanisms. Notwithstanding its sanction-oriented approach, the NCP attempts to blunt the punitive edge of the measures it provides for. Quite apart from the fact that they are referred to as “consequences” of non-compliance rather than sanctions or penalties, they are cast as
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89 See e.g. Montreal Protocol NCP (Indicative List of Measures), *ibid*; Kyoto Protocol NCP, see note 78, XV, 4 & 5.
90 For example, in the case of the Montreal Protocol, Decision VI/5 of the sixth MOP imposed a cost on non-reporting Article 5 Parties, which would lose their Article 5 status if they did “not report base-year data…within one year of the approval of [their] country program and [their] institutional strengthening by the Executive Committee.” Similarly, in dealing with persistent Russian non-compliance, Decision VII/18 provided for international assistance to help Russia comply with its treaty obligations made this assistance contingent on adequate reporting of data and planned actions to prevent re-export of controlled substances. See O. Yoshida, “‘Soft Enforcement’ of Treaty: The Montreal Non-Compliance Procedure and the Functions of Internal International Institutions,” *Col. J. Int’l Envtl. L. & Pol.* 10 (1999), 95 et seq. (135-136).
92 Kyoto NCP, see note 78, at XV, 5(a).
94 *Ibid.*, V.4. With respect to the eligibility requirements, the *Procedures and Mechanisms* are complemented by the rules governing the Kyoto mechanisms. These rules provide that the enforcement branch is tasked with eligibility assessments. See Marrakech Accords, see note 91, Decision 15/CP.7, Draft Decision (Mechanisms), ¶ 5.
providing for “the restoration of compliance to ensure environmental integrity,” and “for an incentive to comply.”

There has been some evolution towards more sanction-oriented approaches in promoting compliance with MEAs. For example, notwithstanding the Montreal Protocol non-compliance procedure’s declared goal of securing “an amicable solution” to compliance problems, observers have noted a gradual “hardening” of its practice, including increasing resort to “sticks,” such as the abovementioned withdrawal of privileges, to address persistent patterns of non-compliance. Thus, it is fair to say that the experience gained in the negotiation and operation of NCPs has increased states’ readiness to contemplate various options for giving MEAs some bite. Indeed, the features of the Kyoto Protocol NCP seem to suggest a wider trend away from facilitation or compliance management and towards sanction-oriented approaches. However, this would be the wrong conclusion to draw. That there is no such trend is illustrated by the fact that two of the NCPs adopted after the negotiation of the Kyoto compliance regime are primarily facilitative in approach. The Basel Convention NCP is described as a “facilitation procedure” and, as noted earlier, it prioritizes technical assistance, capacity building and access to financial resources to promote compliance. Similarly, the “measures to promote compliance and address cases of non-compliance” under the Biosafety Protocol NCP are primarily designed to assist parties in coming into compliance. Of course, this is not to say that, as occurred under the Montreal Protocol, more assertive measures could not evolve within individual regimes once its procedures begin to operate and gain credibility among parties. In fact, the Biosafety Protocol’s procedure does envisage that the COP may decide upon additional measures in “cases of repeated non-compliance.”

Therefore, the real insight reflected in the evolution of MEA non-compliance procedures over the last decade or so is that compliance strategies must be context-sensitive, and tailored to the features of each regime. For example, much like the Montreal Protocol NCP, the Basel Convention and Biosafety Protocol NCPs are most likely to encounter non-compliance by developing countries or, in the latter case, countries with economies in transition. Consequently, capacity issues are likely to play a significant role in the promotion of compliance. By contrast, in the case of the Kyoto Protocol, only developed countries and countries with economies in transition will have emission reduction commitments at this stage. Therefore, capacity-building and financial assistance are much less likely to be appropriate in promoting compliance. Moreover, the Kyoto Protocol regime has certain unique features that necessitated a tailor-made approach to compliance. In addition to imposing emission reduction commitments, the protocol provides for
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mechanisms through which parties can trade emissions units or reduction credits. These mechanisms as such are designed to promote compliance in two important ways. They provide parties with some flexibility in meeting their emissions targets, allowing them to acquire emission credits to make up for excess emissions or additional emission units to effectively extend their targets. At the same time, the hope is that market-dynamics will create incentives for compliance by enabling parties to meet commitments in more cost-effective ways, or to derive a benefit from trading emissions shares, as the case may be. However, to ensure the integrity and thus effective operation of the emissions trading mechanisms, the Kyoto Protocol needed a compliance regime that could backstop their abuse. In short, the Kyoto Protocol’s emphasis on rigorous reporting, its creation of eligibility requirements for participation in the Kyoto mechanisms, and the NCP’s inclusion of consequences such as suspension of eligibility or deduction of excess emissions are all shaped at least in part by the protocol’s reliance on the trading mechanisms.

V. Conclusion

My assignment for this contribution was to provide reflections on “enforcement mechanisms in international law in general and international environmental law in particular.” I hope to have demonstrated that “enforcement” is a far more multi-faceted concept than often assumed – it encompasses a wide spectrum of means for “compelling compliance” with law. Various theoretical perspectives illuminate this spectrum of means, highlighting the different dynamics that can be harnessed by efforts to promote compliance. When a wider concept of enforcement and a set of theoretical lenses are superimposed on the existing experience with MEA compliance regimes, several conclusions emerge.

It is time to leave the shadow cast by the couple diabolique obligation-sanction behind. There is no necessary connection between the enforcement of law and its binding effect or its effectiveness. But, perhaps most importantly, the common assumptions that international law is not enforceable or that international environmental lacks enforcement mechanisms are actually wrong. They are based on an unduly narrow conception of enforcement as imposition of penalties. As a result, they overlook the array of enforcement mechanisms that are available within MEAs, including, not least, the wide spectrum of collective processes of deliberation, justification and judgment. Moreover, although enforcement in the narrow sense plays only a relatively limited role in promoting compliance with MEAs, some agreements actually do provide for what comes close to penalties. However, not in all settings are penalties, or even sanctions in the wider sense of ‘disincentives,’ feasible or appropriate. At one level, penalties and sanctions are unlikely to be feasible unless they back up norms that are seen to be procedurally and substantively legitimate. At another level, they are unlikely to be effective when non-compliance is not a matter of choice but results, for example, from technical or financial capacity limitations. Therefore, the limited reliance of many MEAs on penalties or sanctions and their focus on

100 Arts 6, 12 & 17, Kyoto Protocol, see note 63.
justificatory processes and concrete means to promote compliance is not a sign of the weakness of international environmental law, but of its flexibility and, ultimately, strength.